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About This Game

You've relied on your eyes since birth, how will you survive without them?

  Navigate through a thrilling hostile confinement without the use of your sight!

  Discover the mysteries of a twisted and horrifying location.

  Stealth and agility will be your weapons of choice, use them wisely.

Can YOU rise up to the challenge? You've never had to be without your eyes before...

Enjoy a new experience with this Audio only game where you must learn to use your ears to survive.
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Setting

Dark Passenger starts you off in a morbid scenario of having a panic attack as your character adjusts to the fact that their eyes
have been recently removed from their body. You are soon greeted by a mentally suspect man, who seems to take perverse,

sadistic pleasure in your situation, yet tries to calm you down, promising to guide you to safety.

In order for you to navigate this unknown environment, you must use your ears to pin point items as well as dangerous enemies
and obstacles so that you may progress. Soon, you will meet with alert guards who chase you down in escape sequences as well
as encounter stealth situations, where you must make little noise and stay out of sight of patrols by using your ears to map out

where enemies are going and use your cunning to create openings.

Experience new sensations as you use learn to use your ears and gradually learn how to face the challenges this presents. You
will die, a lot. Enjoy.
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VR short movie worth a watch. It is short. I wish there was hand and arm movement to make it seem like it was more of you
involved. There should have been more tension from the girl. In other words more acting from her. Other than that it was free
and another VR experience I had not had before. Get it and watch it. It is not really scary but you are the victim. Freaky.

For those who don't have VR here is a link to the video.
https://youtu.be/WiGxXDteXcg. devs abandoned :( no updates in the past year.. OVERVIEW
Botology is an action game by Black Lime Studio, and was originally a Russian game thats translated to English. This game is
about this company that is developing robots for the new generation. The company, Botology, is conducting tests on the new
system for the control of robots. The risky tests can lead to difficult, unforseen consequences because the robot's operation is
connected with a mechanical prototype of sensory organs. The goal is for you to stop these robots.

PROS
+ Achievements are easy to get
+ Steam trading cards
+ Cheap (but still not worth it)

CONS
- Looks like a Unity Game
- Very repetitive gameplay
- Poor English translation
- Enemies respawn way too fast
- Story is nothing special
- No manual save
- Tutorial did not explain everything clearly

CONCLUSION
Honestly, don't waste your time on this game, I got it for the easy achievements. It wasn't even worth it for the 100%
achievements. This is why everyone hates Greenlight and the games that get passed, because games like this get put onto steam
3\/10. This is by far the best (American) Football Manger available today. The simulation is very impressive, statistics and
player performance is very true to life. Trying to put together a championship team through drafts, trades and free agency
quickly gets fun and addictive.

That said there are some issues:

It can be hard to get started, there is no tutorial.
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It is not visually impressive and the GUI is a little awkward.

Well worth the price if you have a little GM inside you.. Who Is Mike is an engaging and creative visual novel that does not
disappoint. It's very short (<30 minutes-1 hour for the first playthrough) but still manages to pack a full and engaging
mystery/thriller storyline into such a small package. Each ending kept me guessing, while the incredibly composed music added
impeccable timing and thrill to the story. 10/10 would recommend.. How old are you now if you knew this stuff ??. It's a very
decent platformer that demands accuracy, speed, action, and some insight.

You can complete each level multiple times to get the different targets (speed, collecting items, killing certain characters) which
brings a fresh breeze to this type of games (Jumpman-style).

I really enjoyed the game so far and apart for the next two items I wouldn't do any dramatic changes to the gameplay / style of
the game; extra content ofcourse is always a nice thing so i won't consider that as 'changing something' to the game;
*(1): fix the fixed screen-resolution; currently the game plays at 720p and only at 720p. This might be nice for some uniformity
or to make sure all notebooks run the game just fine but i rather play at 1080p so that the game can run at native resolution of
my 24" monitor 720p on 24 inches really starts to look Lego.
*(2): Let us customize controls decently, and this has 2 parts. First the keyboard; there's choice between using layout for qwerty,
dvorak and workmans's keyboard layout. Now; the second most used layout is neither dvorak or workmans but AZERTY, it's
used by almost all french speakers, even I use it as a dutch speaker in Belgium. Secondly is about the controller options; we can
only make a choice between a few preconfigured settings like A= jump and B= hit, where X keeps being unused, or we can pick
X: jump and A= hit... No option available for the most obvious one: a=jump and X=hit so that really needs to be fixed too; let
us set our own settings; thanks!

Other than these two points the game is really fantastic and deserve your money!. I haven't finished it yet, but I'm going to list
that as a selling point. For a game that seemingly no one knew was even being made, it's confusingly well-crafted and
substantial! I mean it. The graphics are extremely polished. Animations are high quality and often pretty substantial. I'm a little
curious why it's only estimated at being two hours long. Perhaps if you know exactly what you're doing in advance. Personally,
I'm at more than three hours and I doubt I'm halfway done yet.

For $5, I'd say this is a no-brainer. The only negative thing I have to say is that the heavy atmosphere that made the first game so
memorable is often absent here, but as an intentional plot point. You're literally at a Halloween party, so the game is a LOT
more active and... goofy. Not at all what I'd say has previously defined the series, which may be a bit off-putting. Still though,
all the old elements are present, and a real ghost story is coming to the front for me now.

Just in time for Halloween! Grab it!. I would not recommend 'Tulpa'.

As a game, it's not great. The keys used are WASD to move, X&Z for actions, and the mouse. This is pretty hard to play with,
as moving my hand around to move while holding X [for example to move something] is extremey awkward, and the controls
cannot be re-mapped.

The visuals in the game are nice, although I am missing any symbolism here, because I have no clue about the subject matter of
'Tulpas'. Nearer the end, the game starts to use some evangelion 3 level visuals which fit right in to the game, but I have no idea
what they mean.

This is actually true for a lot of the game. There are many puzzles where I found the solution just by random chance, and some
things are never really explained.

Perhaps if you like the subject matter you would enjoy the game, but i cannot recommend it for anyone who doesn't.. Pros:
>FREE
>Straight-forward gameplay
>Not too easy yet, not too hard
>Good music
>Easy♥♥♥♥♥acheivements
>Low requirements means you can play it on any system
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Cons:
>Only one music track, it's a really good one though so it's not like it gets old
>Very short

8/10 Breddy Gud
If they made a full length game I think it would sell well enough.
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I don't recommend this game to anyone.
It has a lot of bugs.
1. At level 17 if you don't kill the golden warrior with dinamite, you are stuck.
2. At level 20 the game stop responding
and so on.
The support team doesn't answer at emails so... Oh my God, what the hell is this? This is a game? Seriously guys, what have you
done? After 5-10 minutes my eyes, was like boiled eggs. NO JOKE. My eyes HURTS. I don't even understand what i'm playing!
I can't see my stats, I can't change my class properly, i can't PLAY this "game".. Then i voted on greenlight for this game, i
expected WAAAAAAAAAAAY better game. But this.. this is JUST TERRIBLE. Thank God, i got this on giveaway.. Guys, if
you reading this - DO NOT PLAY THIS! SAVE YOUR EYES. And money.. NEVER AGAIN!. Feel like I just stole something
of great value... I feel dirty..
10/10 would steal again. BE PREPARED FOR JUNK-SORTING

Otherwise not too bad. Weird ending.. Avoid at all cost, if you're not into easy 100%.. Celestial Breach has a great potential of
becoming a really popular indie game.
I have so much dedication to this game. I think that Captain Dodge will do a splendid job on this game than any other Early-
Access Games.
I hope in the future, that this will expand into a bigger series of these games.
I hope in the future of the Early-Access, it will get bigger & better!
. Promising game.
Still very work in progress.
We'll see where it can go.. too short of a story but visually stunning. Long time EA NHL user.

I have a friend who isn't into video games who played the baseball version OOTP..
He recommended me to try FHM because of the same makers and the depth of realism. I am obsessed with analytics and
simulation management. EA Franchise mode has always frustrated me as there is no variance. You buy NHL 19 and Crosby is
god forever and always.

This game really has so many factors that change every aspect. A long term bruins fan jumped in and said 'Bergeron doesn't
need more training!' Halfway through the season Bergy starts to decline in skill (Yet still can be effective with good line
chemistry) I try to play him with unfamiliar linemates and he performs terribly (As when he was at prime (used other players to
compare)).

So many leagues and prospects. No trade clause depending on the team trying to negotiate with. Ability to take part in coaching
the world teams and seeing your players leave your roster for that duty. It adds so many elements that real GM's have to
experience.

This is my first OOTP game and am extremely impressed. I truly look forward to the innovation in the upcoming games and
cannot wait to see how much further analytics will become a play in these type of simulator games.

My ONLY negative remark is the confusion of online leagues. I was fortunate to join a league with people who helped me
understand the process and once you do it once, it is an easy concept. I truly believe OOTP would see a huge upvote if they
implemented a sort of built in way to make the online play easier. (I am not a developer so I am sure there is a reason it is done
the way it is). the graphics are bad but the gameplay is good and fun
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